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A Remark on the Hensel Factorization Method By Hans Zassenhaus
Abstract.
In response to a remark of David Yun a new version of "On Hensel factorization I" (J. Number Theory, v. 1, 1969 ) is given which sets in evidence the quadratic convergence behavior of the method using a minimum of bookkeeping.
In 1974 it was shown by Miola and Yun (see also Yun (1975) ) that a p-adic method of polynomial factorization which apparently was suggested in Zassenhaus (1969) usually is slower than a similar method suggested by K. Hensel (1913) even though the first method exhibits quadratic convergence while the second is a linearly convergent approximation method. However, as in all numerical work in algebraic number theory, it is necessary to develop the underlying idea to its full range of application for the purpose of a Thus, without loss of generality (3) may be replaced by
(2) If A is a rational integer, B a nonzero rational integer then we find by long division an equation (5) Without loss of generality we may assume that the polynomials f satisfy the additional condition
conferring the advantage of using polynomials all of whose coefficients are least absolute remainders to a certain module.
The algorithm is as follows: Let (9a) Ex0 = fxgx, N0 = R(E\0 ~EXQ,f). lfN0 = 0, then let EXj =Elo(0<j< k), vk = 2k. Otherwise, there is an exponent v0 > 1 for which (9b) p"°IUVo> where the 'II' symbol indicates that precisely the i>0th power of p divides iV0; in other words,
Suppose we defined already EXj_x and Nj_x = R(E\l_lEX/_x, f) subject to the condition that (9d) pT1 \\Nhx for some exponent c._i satisfying the inequality (9e) «>-i>2f-1.
Then let
Nj=R(E2x¡-EXj,f), and here we have either N = 0 or there is an exponent v-satisfying the inequality
Otherwise, we continue with the algorithm.
Having obtained EXk, we define fxk by (10a) fi*s&<KElk,f) (modp^ZW), Thus, we obtain either TV-= 0 or (9h), (9g).
In general, the factor ring R = Z[r]/p"Z[r] (p a prime number, v a natural number) need not be a unique factorization ring nor is there always a greatest common divisor (gcd(w, v)) of two given elements u, v. E.g., (t + 2)2 = (r -2) (mod 23Z 
